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President's
Message
Greetings from Alaska:

T

hanks to the marvels of
technology and my lack of
expertise, my last letter is
still floating around the internet.
This may have been the summer that was, at least that is the
way it is viewed here in Southeast
Alaska. Plants and animals have
been on a delayed schedule of 2-3 weeks since April
and summer already seemed over on September 1st.
Our primulas did not seem to mind too much and some
Primula vialii and Primula florindae are still blooming
while some reblooming is happening with a few auriculas in my orchard, (ed. note: written on Sept. 9,
1999.)
Our native Primula P. cuneifolia ssp. sax if rag ifol in was
in bloom in July 1st on Mt. Roberts and I collected seed
from them in late August. An article appears in this
Quarterly and seeds for the seed exchange.
I would like to hear some discussion from all the
members about the Quarterly, its costs and benefits, and
how we should pay for it.
Plans are in the early stages for a National Primrose
show at the Southeast Garden Conference 2000, scheduled for May 5th and 6th of next year. Mark it on your
calendars and think of how you can bring some of your
later blooming Primulas to Alaska. With our own spring
Primulas and your later blooming ones, we could have
a very interesting show. Please continue recruiting new
members any way you can; through slide shows, talks
at various gardening events, plant sales and neighborly
swapping.
An improved website is in the works too. One with
more and better links, more specific information, more
pictures and possibly indexes to past quarterlies. Remember to enjoy your successes, learn from your failures and know that the slugs are at work while we sleep.
Ed Buyarskitt
Just a Reminder: Membership Dues are Now Due!
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Plant
Portrait
Primula juliae
By Ann Lunn — Hillsboro, Oregon
Imagine discovering a new plant
species that would eventually give rise
to hundreds of popular named hybrids.
That is exactly what Mme. Julia
Ludovikovna Mlokossjewicz found
growing among rocks dripping with
moisture from a nearby waterfall. The
year was 1900 and the place was at
Lagodekh in the eastern Caucasus. The
discovery was diminutive, magentaflowered primula, later to be named
Primula juliae.
According to most sources, this new
species arrived at Oxford and Kew in
1911-1912. In April 1912, the Royal Horticultural Society awarded P. juliae an
Award of Merit. Four years later, the
first P. juliae hybrid to earn an Award of
Merit was P. 'Crispii/ Primula 'Wanda'
soon followed with its own Award of
Merit in 1919.
The characteristics of this tiny plant
make it an ideal garden subject and a
superb parent for its many hybrid offspring. Primula juliae has a low, creeping growth habit due to its stoloniferous nature, often forming large mats.
The dark, glossy green leaves are small
and rounded with a regularly toothed
margin and deeply heart-shaped base.
The entire leaf, including petiole, ranges
from one to four inches and is scarcely
an inch across. A small, pinkish resting
bud replaces the foliage during the winter.
In most climates, leaves emerge
from the resting bud in late February or
early March. Even as the leaves continue
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to elongate, flower stems arise topped
with a single, deep magenta flower. A
darker red ring surrounds the yellowish eye and each petal is deeply notched.
The corolla tube is narrow, yellow and
two to three times longer than the calyx. The calyx, flower stalk and often the
petioles are streaked with pink. Depending on the seed source, there may
be some variation in flower size, color
and the degree of floriferousness.
Primula juliae is native to a considerably wide range in the eastern Caucasus
at elevations of 2200 to 5800 feet. Every
description of its habitat includes mention of moisture — wet, mossy rocks
near rivers or waterfalls, moist mossy
areas in forests, near streams or on wet
rocky slopes. These images supply a
clue to P. juliae's cultural requirements:
moist, rich soil that has good drainage
in a semi-shady location. It is an excellent plant for a shady, moist spot in the
rock garden. Primula juliae is also amenable to pot or trough culture given the
proper conditions. Since it is rather shy
to bloom in cultivation, it should not be
given high nitrogen fertilizers that further encourage leaf growth at the expense of flowers.
The easiest and most reliable
method of propagation is by division.
These can be made as soon as the new
growth appears in the spring or after
flowering. Divisions may also be made
in the fall in mild winter areas where
they will have time to become established before the onset of cold weather.
A division should contain more than
one crown for best results.
Primula juliae produces relatively
little seed. Richards even questions if it
is self-compatible. Some seed will germinate quickly while others may remain dormant for years.
Most authorities place P. juliae in its
own section, Julia. Richards, however,
includes it in the Primula section because it so easily hybridizes with mem-

bers of that group, such as P. veris, P. elatior and P. vulgaris. It has even produced
offspring with P. megaseifolia.
Several scientific names have been given to the resulting offspring. Most commonly they are called Juliana hybrids. The term, P. x Juliana should be reserved for P.
juliae x P. elatior. Primula x pruhoniciana is best used to describe the results of crossing P.
juliae with P. veris, P. elatior or P. vulgaris, even though many sources view the two
terms as synonymous. In addition, G. Arends in Germany produced several hybrids
of P. juliae x P. vulgaris. He named these P. x helenae, a name rarely seen in modern
publications.
There are literally dozens of named varieties of P. x pruhoniciana, as well as several
"Juliana Strains." The best approximate the small, compact, creeping habit of their
parent and are extremely hardy. Lists and descriptions of these hybrids can be found
in Primroses and Polyanthus by Peter Ward, Primulas of Europe and America by Smith,
Burrow and Lowe, Primulas, The Complete Guide by Mary Robinson (The Crowood
Press, UK, 1990) and Primroses, the Quarterly of The American Primrose Society.
If you have a hybrid you have produced from seed, the American Primrose Society has a process for registering the name you wish to give it. For more information on
this procedure, contact Dorothy Springer, 7213 South 15th, Tacoma, WA 98465.
Whether you grow P. juliae or any of her numerous hybrid offspring, you won't be
disappointed.
Sources:
Richards, John (1993). Primula. B.T. Batsford, Ltd., London.
Smith, Burrow and Lowe. (1984). Primulas of Europe and America. Alpine Garden Society, UK.
Ward, Peter. (1997). Primroses and Polyanthus. B.T. Batsford, Ltd., London*

P. Vulgaris— photo by Orval Agee
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Primula
On-line
Discussion
Group
Formed
By Duane Buell — Juneau, Alaska

Do you enjoy discussing primulas? Do you have a pressing question about growing or showing
primulas? Would you like to exchange primulas or seeds with other
growers but don't know how to
make contact? Join the new on-line
Primula Discussion Group.
This is an electronic meeting
place for anyone who has e-mail
access to the internet. After signing
up, you may post messages to the
group either for your own information or to help others. There is a tremendous bank of experience from
which you may receive answers to
your comments, questions or concerns.
You may set your options so the
messages appear in your e-mail box
as they are posted. Another option
is to receive the messages in "digest" form. The digest form gives
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you the messages once a day listed
as a single e-mail.
The forum will get you much
faster responses to the same sort of
questions you may ask in a Round
Robin. It will also expose you to a
worldwide audience, as we have
members in Canada, Scotland,
England, France and the US.
We have a photo gallery on-line
as well as the ability to hold chat
sessions. The gallery has some really nice photos from various members. As this article is being written
we have held two chat sessions that
have been well attended and have
included lively discussions.
To preview the group, use your
browser to visit the website at http: /
/www.egroups.com/group/
primulas/. You will be asked to insert your e-mail address and a password to log on, or there is an option
to register as a new member.
The group is open to anyone
who wants to sign up. APS membership is not required, but will periodically be encouraged.
If you have any specific
questions or concerns about the
discussion group you may contact
Duane Buell via e-mail at:
dbuell@iname.com or you may also
contact Terry Mitchell at:
terry@mitchelll234.freeserve.co.uk.
Additionally, if you have a problem
signing up, send an e-mail to either
of the above and we can generate
an "invitation" for you that will give
some links simplifying the sign-up
procedure.<5r

Journal
Report
By Mary Frey — Kent Washington

Up, up and away
J. Michael Pearson is a man of high
ambition. He writes about his seventh
trek to central Nepal specifically in
search of primulas in June 1999 Bulletin of the Alpine Garden Society. For
over two weeks in May 1998, he and
eight others marched, plodded, hiked
and stumbled from Kathmandu to several northern spots including Jugal
Himal and the famous Gosainkund
lakes. Carpets of Primula gradlipes greet
them in colors ranging from rich plum
to delicate pink. Eventually camping at
an altitude of nearly 13,000 feet, they
explore even higher and find P. aureata
growing in wet cliffs. P. gradlipes is in
such heavy bloom here that the foliage
is completely covered. At lower elevations Pearson collects seed from P.
gemniifolia.
It isn't until day fourteen that the
patient and certainly weary group discover "the really interesting primulas."
P. bun/ana var. purpurea and P. rotundifolia
are spotted as is a remarkable plant of
P. gradlipes. Two-thirds of the plant have
typical pink blooms while the flowers
on the other third are pure white with a
yellow eye. Even though it is unclear
whether this is indeed one plant,
Pearson claims the white blooms are
extraordinarily rare.
Finally, at Gosainkund, he finds a
plant in the exact location he had seen in
1995. This natural hybrid between P. au-

reata and P. deuteronana has dark pink serrated petals, which fade to cream and
butter yellow in the center and lightly
farinose leaves. Tromping through meadows on their descent, Pearson's group
find clusters of P. atrodentata and P.
strumosa. He declares the trek a success
"with one or two moments of excitement
when the toilet tent blew away."

Go forth and multiply
Brian Burrow is very clear about one
point, "If you have a rare plant... propagate and give away." Burrow's lengthy
1998 Clark Memorial Lecture about success with difficult plants is transcribed
in the June 1999 The Rock Garden of the
Scottish Rock Garden Club. He briefly
discusses the alpine house but he emphasizes that this "is really for the gardener rather than for the plants." Burrows believes plants respond better to
outside conditions than an artificial environment. He describes growing potted plants plunged in sand although he
prefers the gravel method. Pots are
placed on gravel trays containing an
inch of grit and then flooded so the
water rises an inch or two above the
pot's base. The trays are allowed to dry
out completely to prevent moss, liverwort, "and all sorts of things."
Burrows explains practical propagation methods including raising plants
from seed and cuttings. He also has an
extended section where he suggests specific cultivation for difficult and rare
plants including several primroses. He
laments that Primula allioni 'Blush' is
rare because it is only propagated for
showing. Burrows also proclaims a
R.I.P. (rest in peace) to P. sharmae and
the purple form of P. deuteronana and he
wonders if these two Himalayan beauties are still grown. He finishes reiterating that if you "have rare or difficult
plants, make sure you propagate them
as soon as possible.*
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Getting
ready to
plant seeds
By Ann Lunn — Hillsboro, Oregon
With the Seed Exchange nearly at
hand, it seems like a good time to discuss
seed planting and soil mixes. There are
many good seed mixes on the market as
well as recipes for those who like to mix
their own. We have used the following
mix for several years because it works
well for other plants as well as primulas.

~ Soilless Seed Mix 1/2 bushel (16 quarts) sieved peat moss
1/4 bushel (8 quarts) perlite
1/4 bushel (8 quarts) vermiculite
Optional additives:
6 Tbs. Dolomite lime
4 Tbs, Superphosphate
6 to 8 Tbs. 14-14-14 Osmocote
After mixing the dry ingredients well,
hot water is added to moisten the peat.
The mix is allowed to cool overnight before planting the seed. Dolomite is added
only for the Time lovers. Superphosphate
is necessary for plant growth. Both superphosphate and dolomite are added
either in a powdered or fine granular
form for best results. Osmocote is a slowrelease fertilizer that is advantageous
when seedlings cannot be transplanted
as early as they should. When Osmocote
is used, cold water is used instead of hot.
Hot water causes the premature release
of the fertilizers.
The pots are filled and the top of the
soil is leveled off. The soil isn't packed in
the pot, just firmed slightly. Fill the pots
and place them in a pan of water up to
the top of the pots. This thoroughly moist-
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ens the mix, levels the top of the soil and,
upon removal from the pan, draws the
mix into the pot creating a space at the
top for subsequent watering.
Seeds are distributed as evenly as
possible on the surface. A fine layer of
screened sand or small grit is sieved on
top. The sand or grit keeps the seeds in
place and helps prevent the growth of
mosses and algae. The pots are placed
outside in a cold greenhouse or cold
frame where they are ported from rain
and marauding birds. Most seeds are
planted in late January or early February
to experience the cold weather stratification that many prefer.
Some primulas like lime conditions;
others do not. The following pH preferences for species listed in recent APS Seed
Exchanges was determined from the type
of soils in which each naturally grows.
This does not necessarily mean that all
species growing on limestone require lime.
(O) = no preference, (L) = growing on
limestone, (A) = growing on acidic soils.

Section Aleuritia
farinosa
frondosa
gemmifera
incana
laurentiana
mistassinica
modesta
nutans
scandinavica
scotia

(L)
(A)
(O)
(L)
(L)
(L)
(O)
(O)
(L)
(L)

Section Armerina
involucrata
yargongensis

(O)
(O)

Section Capitatae
capitata
(O)
glomerata
(O)

saxatilis
sieboldii

(O)
(O)

Section Cn/stallovhlomis
chionantha
(O)
melanops
(O)
nivalis
(O)
obliqua
(A)
sinopurpurea (O)

Section Cuneifolia
cuneifolia
(O)
Section Denticulata
cachemeriana (O)
denticulata
(O)
Section Muscarioides
apoclita
(O)
bellidifolia
(O)
concholoba
(O)
muscarioides (O)
pinnatifida
(O)
vialii
(O)
watsonii
(O)

Section Prolifeme
bulleyana
burmanica
chungensis
cockburniana
japonica
miyabeana
poissonii
prenantha
prolifera
pulverulenta
smithiana
wilsonii

Section Sikkimensis
alpicola
(O)
florindae
secundiflora
sikkimensis
waltonii

(O or L)
(O)
(O)

Section Soldanelloides
flaccida
(O)
reidii
(O) *

Section Oreophlomis
luteola
(O)
rosea

(O)

Section Parryi
angustifolia
ellisiae
parryi
rusbyi

(O)
(O)
(O)
(O)

Section Petiolares
griffithii (O)
petiolaris
(O)
Section Primula
amoena
(O)
elatior
(O or L)
veris ^
(O or L)
vulgaris
(O)

Section Cortusoides
cortusoides
kisoana
mollis
potyneura

(O)
(O)
(O)
(L)

Section Julia
juliae

(O)

P. chionantha — photo by Jay G. Lunn
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Wild
primulas
above
Juneau
By Ed Buyarski — Juneau, Alaska
Primulas from all over the world grow and
thrive in Juneau, Alaska. Many of them enjoy
our cool moist climate enough to mature, set
seeds and spread with incredible speed.
Alaska does have a number of wild primulas and one — Primula cimcifolia var. saxifragifolia grows in alpine areas near Juneau. About
five years ago, after joining APS, I heard about
this primrose and saw Misty Haffner's drawings of it. She had seen it while hiking on Mt.
Roberts above downtown Juneau in early
summer. Since then a tram has been built in
that area to bring people up to the alpine areas to hike, plus visit a restaurant, gift shop,
and theater at the 1700' elevation.
In mid August of 1998 my wife and I took
the tram ride on a beautiful sunny day. We
hiked up the trail to enjoy the great views overlooking Gastineau Channel, Juneau and the
coast range of mountains and islands. I was
also on the lookout for our wild primrose and
perhaps to collect seeds for the first exchange.
A huge photo in the tram gift shop showed
me a bright rose pink flower growing on a
short stem above somewhat spoon-shaped
leaves, with a few teeth at their tips. The description of a two- to three-inch (5-8 cm) tall
and wide plant growing near the trail in rocky
areas were the rest of the clues for my search.
We hiked up from the tram landing and
paused for breathers at various scenic overlooks. We passed through a contorted forest
of spruce and hemlock that survives strong
winds and heavy snow. Next came brushy
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areas with alders, willows and salmonberries,
before we emerged into open areas with low
growing perennials among rock outcrops. Low
shrubs included dwarf willows, dogwood and
blueberries. We saw hoary marmots, a porcupine, deer and a black bear below us feeding
on the berries. Mountain goats fed higher on
the mountains around us.
A few wild geraniums and lupines were
still blooming and we saw deep blue monkshood and beautiful blue gentians in grassy areas near the trail. All the while enjoying the
scenery and scanning the slopes with binoculars for wildlife, I was looking for a small
primula probably (hopefully) with seed stalks.
Finally at about 2300' elevation among rocks
on a steep section of the trail, I spotted my
quarry. The plants were half dollar size with
seed capsules on stalks from four to six inches
(10-15 cm) tall. Once found, I noticed dozens
of plants in that area and collected some of
the seeds into an empty film container. I also
spread some more seeds in the area for the future. I took pictures and vowed to return when
the plants were flowering. It appeared the P.
cniieifolia (wedge leafed primrose) might be
threatened by trampling by hikers in this area
since the tram brings some 200,000 to 250,000
people up on the mountain every year. Realistically however, most of the tourists hike only
a few hundred feet from the tram landing, but
still, a lot more people can easily reach this
area than before the tram was built. Local trail
groups are working on the mountain to improve the trails, helping educate hikers to stay
on the paths to avoid trampling fragile alpine
plants and compacting the thin soil.
On July 1,1999 I returned to this area on
one of our few sunny days with plenty of film
and headed for the spot where I had seen P.
cimcifolia the previous August. Long before
reaching that rocky outcrop however, I saw
their bright pink flowers in many areas along
the trail. The plants were quite common and
easily noticeable in flower though individual
flowers were only !/2 inch (12mm) across. I took
many pictures and up close noticed many
flowers had only four deeply lobed petals instead of five. Stepping on rocks was necessary
to avoid the numbers of plants I saw in the
area, they were much more common than I
had imagined.

I returned to the area on August 18 and
20 to try to collect seeds. Of course the plants
were much more difficult to spot, but I found
plants for seed gathering and even a few late
bloomers! There were still patches of snow in
the area on July 1, so perhaps the August flowering plants had been buried under snow earlier. Duane Buell came along to see the plants
and take pictures also on the last trip. We
watched a young porcupine in the alders, and
marmots also. The marmot might eat a few
primulas, but again that would probably not
be too much of a threat. Dr. Roger Eichman
has seen P. cimeifolia on other mountains near
Juneau so they may actually be quite common.
The plants endure severe winter conditions and may require extra cold treatment
for germination. If anyone has success with
these seeds from the 1999 and 2000 seed exchanges, please let us know so we can all learn
more about this tiny, beautiful primula.6
All photos on this page were taken above Juneau,

showing the natural habitat of P. cuneifolia.
Photos by Ed Buyarski
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Why
Primroses?
By Dr. Roger Eichman — Nordland, WA

The American Primrose Society
has been struggling the last several
years. The old members are getting
frail and passing away. To get new
members, we must compete with
hundreds of other plant and gardening groups. Thus, with the approaching new millennium, it is appropriate to answer the question: Why
primroses? Why not roses, orchids,
iris or whatnot?
The genus primula is more than a
cute little flower that you get at the
grocery store and then throw away
at the end of the season. It is over 425
species, varying from: tiny to over six
feet tall, tropical to arctic, desert to
bog, plain to extremely colorful and
showy; varied of flower form, color,
fragrance and size; leaves are similarly varied as well as the roots. In a
word, primula is extremely diverse
or genetically rich.
Large genetic variation within a
genera and even each species is not
enough to explain the lasting interest in primroses. They also exhibit a
limited ability to cross with each
other in that 2,000 to 3,000 variations
occur, in a plant that is relatively easy
to grow and quick to flower. This as
opposed to orchids, for example,
which need extreme control of lighting and humidity to grow and then
may take up to 20 or more years to
flower. Similarly, roses and rhododendrons are richly genetically en-
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dowed but take years to grow to
flower and are of a cumbersome size
to work with. I can collect 1,000 seeds
from one candelabra flower stock and
plant them in a 3 by 3 foot seedling
tray, then to a 10 by 10 foot growing
bed with the expectation of seeing
flowers in 2 to 3 years. Don't try that
with an orchid or rhody!
In the past, great excitement occurred as new plants were discovered
and brought into cultivation. Then
the hybridizers got busy with crossings, etc. New plants were developed. With World War II, much of the
work was lost, but during the 50s,
60s, and 70s, the old plants were redeveloped along with new variations. This all provided the interest
and excitement to sustain the Society
until now.
However, it can't carry us much
longer for it is not reasonable to expect many new primroses to be discovered in the wild. New breakthroughs in simple crossings such as
the color intensifying gene from julies
may still occur but will be rare and
unexpected. So where's the excitement? Are we to just become a group
of antique plant growers? I think not!
Either the Society will die or the excitement will return. I expect the excitement to return - with a vengeance!
Why primroses? It's that gentle richness coupled with its size and ease
of growing. The seed size even helps.
I see the number of varieties exploding to 10,000 or more with varieties
developed for the cut flower market
growing in agricultural fields like tulips. I also see crosses of primula with
other members of primulaceae and
even with other plant families.
This won't occur by simple hybridization but by forced crossings
and chromosome manipulation. It
WHY? continues on page 27

APS Board of
Director's
Meeting
October 2,1999
Minutes:
Minutes of the last meeting were
approved as corrected to include a correction to the Board of Directors' Meeting from April 17, 1999. Members of
new APS chapters also need to be APS
members. We also encourage members
of old chapters to be members of APS
as well. Ed indicated that a new chapter, the New England Chapter, is being
started in Connecticut by Mary Irwin.

Treasurer's Report:
The report from Fred Graff is: Income $8,131.48;; Expenses $9,841.07;
Total Assets $31,910.76.
Total membership: 418 US; 51 Canadian; 87 foreign; Total 556.

APS Quarterly:
There was a long discussion about
the Quarterly. Average printing costs
were around $2500 to $2700 per issue
for last year as well as this year. The
Editor's fee was an extra expense this
year. Cost was the major concern and
how to balance increasing costs with a
quality publication. It is a very nice
looking publication. Cost cutting suggestions were made.
The Bylaws need to be printed in the
Quarterly since they haven't been published for a long time. A condensed version of the Board Meeting minutes
should be included in the Quarterly.
Once a year a Financial Report should
be included.
It was the consensus of the group to
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poll the membership as to whether increased dues or decreased frequency of
the Quarterly is preferred. A draft of the
poll question will be sent to the Board
members for comment prior to inclusion in the next Quarterly.

New Treasurer:
We are in the process of looking for
another Treasurer. Fred Graff will serve
out his term until next spring.

New Webpage:
Duane Buell and Pat Wilson have
been working on the new page. Duane
is the webmaster. The address for it is:
h t t p : / / . a mericanprimrosesoc.org
Duane has also set up an electronic discussion group where people can send
comments and questions back and forth
and can post photos as well. You can
access the primrose discussion group
through the links button on the APS
website. Ed has sent a thank you letter
to Duncan McAlpine, webmaster of the
old page, and has asked for his assistance in making the transition as easy
as possible. We applaud all of Duncan
McAlpine's efforts.

The Year 2000
Millennium Show:
The Juneau Group has agreed to do
the National Show in conjunction with
the Alaska Garden Conference 2000 to
be held in Juneau May 5-6, 2000. It will
also include the statewide Master Gardener Conference. As soon as brochures
are printed up they will be sent out.
There will also be general garden tours
as part of the Conference. Information
on the Show will go in the Winter Quarterly.

Next Board Meeting:
Will be held sometime in January,
either the 8th or 15th.
Pat Wilson, Recording Secretary**
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The Polyanthus Lady
By Peter Ward — Bristol, UK

In January this year I received a letter from Dorothy Evans. Her son had seen
my book in the local library and borrowed it. Mrs. Evans wrote to tell of her experiences growing Barnhaven polyanthus, which included a long friendship with
Jared and Sylvia Sinclair. This had been by correspondence, they only met once,
but nevertheless had been close and continued up until Jared Sinclair's death last
year. Sylvia Sinclair died a few years earlier. I wrote back and asked if it would be
possible to visit her when the polyanthus were in bloom. The telephone call came
in late April and a few days later I crossed the Severn bridge, in the company of my
friend Bob Archdale, to visit Mrs. Evans.
She lives in the Forest of Dean, an area of natural beauty, fairly heavily wooded,
as the name suggests, in a place called Clements End near the small country town
of Coleford. Clements End is prefaced by "Little Drybrook." We had to ask directions for the last mile or so. After doing so I drove through a copse of widely scattered tall first and down a winding lane past several houses until we came to the
single track leading upwwards to Ellwood lodge, which is the name of her house.
It is in an attractive setting and I later took several photographs hoping to produce
a painting at some future date. Mrs. Evans was there to greet us. On arrival we
were invited into the house, where we met her son, and given much appreciated
refreshment. Soon afterwards we went outside to be taken up a steep field, beside
the house, towards wood at the top end. By this time I was wondering where the
polyanthus were as, apart from a few tubs at the front of the house, nothing was
visible. On approaching the edge of the wood a gate was observed that led into a
patch of ground surrounded on all sides by a combined fence and hedge. We reached

Mrs. Evans' polyanthus — photo by Peter Ward
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conditions,
it and there
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they were!
w i n d s
We were
greeted by a
s w e e p
across the
l a r g e
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f l a t landscape, she
ripe house
manure, bepurchased
yond which
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was a sea of
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from gypsies. As inthe overall
terest grew
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being red
she wrote
to Roy Genand blue
Mrs. Evans' Polyanthus - a closer view
shades alders
and
— photo by Peter Ward
then,
in
though
there were other colors. It was an unI960, to Florence Bellis from whom she
usual sight, especially considering the
first obtained seed.
setting, several hundred plants in full
Thus began her long association
bloom growing in a rich black soil. Bob
with Barnhaven polyanthus which conand I had a wonderful time examining
tinues to this day. Dorothy first became
interested in gardening during World
the individual blooms, amongst which
War II when she was in the Land Army.
were several of exceptional beauty. The
During the War girls were recruited to
plants and flowers were generally much
larger than the usual Barnhaven types.
work on the land, replacing those men
who were in the armed forces. She was
Dorothy commented that Jared would
billeted in Scotland and hurt her back
not have approved of the increase in size
moving stones on a farm at Stonehaven.
— partly due to the ideal growing conAs a result she was sent to do lighter
ditions and ready supply of manure.
work at a garden at Ardoe, working unWith her permission I took several inder Perry Paul, who had been trained
dividual florets and on arriving home
at Cluny Castle, Thus began her long
put the pollen onto some of my plants.
Some of these crosses have succeeded
interest in plants.
A few letters were exchanged with
and some failed.
One of the reasons Dorothy first
Florence Bellis but soon afterward the
business was transferred to Cumbria.
wrote was to tell me that she had supShe then purchased seed from Jared
plied 300 seeds of 'Midnight' to Jared
Sinclair and continued to do so until his
Sinclair for onward supply to Angela
retirement. In the ten or so years since
Bradford. When Angela restarted Barnshe has sown her own collected seed
haven no seed of this strain remained.
from hand pollination. She sometimes
Dorothy Evans was married to a
supplies plants and/or seed to a tiny
Welshman named Jack Evans, who was
plant nursery, owned by a Mr. Clackett,
a lighthouse keeper. She first grew primvery close by at the bottom of the hill.
roses when her husband was based at
Among the polyanthus were several
the dungeness lighthouse on the Kent
of a beautiful golden brown shade, poscoast. The area around is composed
sibly stemming from the original spice
mainly of shingle and generations of
previous keepers had imported soil to
POLY LADY continues on page 16
create a garden. In these inhospitable
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Prim and Proper
Primrose
Pronunciation

POLY LADY continued from page 15

By Lew Micklesen — Seattle, WA

Dorothy Evans sitting by some of her polyanthus — photo by Peter Ward

shades. The blooms were large and velvety, with a pronounced eye. They appeared after she began collecting her own
seed and she wrote to the Royal Horticultural Society asking whether she could
name the plant. That August body first
of all replied they normally did not enter
into correspondence with non-members
and nothing was resolved. I commented
to Dorothy if she had been Lady Evans
the reply would have been different. I told
her that naming the plants was entirely
her decision and nothing to do with the
RHS or anyone else.
There is an interesting side story
about this. Her husband, who died in
March 1994, had met another Welshman,
Dave Winter, in Llandaff Hospital in 1944.
Both had been wounded in Normandy.
Dave was paralyzed and spent the remainder of his life in a wheelchair. After
the initial shock and despondency of
knowing he would never walk again he
devoted the remaining 50 years of his life
to fighting for the disabled. He became
an example to all and a good friend of
the Welsh's, best man at their wedding
and godfather to their son David. It was
Dave whom she wished to name the
plant after.
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After we had thoroughly studied the
polyanthus we returned down the field
to be taken to the back of the house where
a small well-enclosed area housed a
smaller number of polyanthus. There
were also some small-flowered mainly
silver-laced polyanthus, again descended
from Barnha ven. Then it was back inside
for more tea and biscuits.
It was then that most of the above was
related by Mrs. Evans including the fact
that the polyanthus had moved around
with her first to the Cromer lighthouse
in east Anglia, then to Ellwood Lodge
where they had lived for some years.
There is a substantial brick-built cowshed
near the house that had once housed
"Daisy," a Guernsey cow, who originally
supplied milk for them and manure for
the polyanthus. "Daisy" had died some
time ago aged 15, and now two small ponies inhabited the field providing the
manure. Dorothy, a very active 75, does
not drive and has her groceries and other
requirements delivered by local shops.
She appeared perfectly content with her
lot and loves the area.
After a thoroughly enjoyable visit Bob
and I took our leave. I look forward to
visiting her next spring.^

H

ere is another set of
primrose specific epithets chosen for their
exemplification of the
rules of pronunciation for botanical
terms and sometimes for clarification of their underlying meaning.
Remember that the grave accent "^"
denotes a long vowel and the acute
accent "'" a short vowel.
P. chiona'ntha: The term
chiona'ntha is an adjective formed
from the Greek nouns chio'n "snow"
and a'nthos (flower.) The combination signifies "having snow-white
flowers." As you know, the first part
of the word is pronounced "ky-oh" (the transliterated "ch" from Greek
is always pronounced as "k"). The
accent is on the penultimate syllable,
and the accented vowel is short because of the two following adjacent
consonants. The Subjenus is
Aleuri'tia, and we already know that
it refers to flour or farina. The Section is^Grysstallo'phlomis. The first
portion of this word means "crystal/' of course, and descends from
Greek kry'stallos through Latin

crysta'llus. As we have already seen,
the second portion comes from a
Greek plant name, phlomi's, that
apparently was applied to Jerusalem
Sage, a wooly plant. The combination must refer to the resting buds
of the overwintering phase of these
plants. These buds are large, mealy,
and above ground. Since the "o" of
-phlomis is short, the accent lands
on the antepenultimate syllable.
P. chlorodry'as: Another fairly
complex specific epithet, in this case,
a noun. The first part of the word
proceeds from Greek chloro's
"greenish-yellow." This refers to the
creamy-yellow flowers of the plant.
The second part of the word comes
from the genus Dry'as "Mountain
Avens." It in turn goes back to Greek
drya's (wood nymph or dryad"
through Latin dry'as. The oak tree
(Greek drys) was sacred to the dryads; therefore the relationship between the two words. The word for
dryad was applied to Mountain
Avens because at least one of the
species here has leaves resembling
those of the oak. Note that the first
syllable of the Latin dry'as is short,
PRIM continues on page 20
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Cultivating
Julianas
By Dorothy Springer —Tacoma, WA

Almost a century ago, a diminutive
primrose found its way from its native
habitat into the hearts of all who love
the genus. This little gem was, according to legend, found in 1900 growing in
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National Park in Georgia.
Specimens of the little plant were
eventually sent to botanical gardens in
Oxford, Kew and Edinburgh, but when
they were sent, and in what form - seeds
or divisions - is not known. It is known
that in 1912 the plant then called Primula
Juliae was given an Award of Merit by
the Royal Horticultural Society.
The plant was soon distributed to
many hybridizers, who found that it
crossed easily with other Primula species'such as vulgaris, clatior and veris.

t

and others.
Some of these early hybrids are still
in cultivation. George Arends of Germany crossed P. jitliae with P. vulgaris to
produce 'Schneekissenk' or 'Snow
Cushion/ Arends called his group of
hybrids P. x helenae. The hybrids produced by Frantesek Zeeman in Austria
were crosses between P. jidiae and P.
vitlgnris, and were called P. ,Y
pruhoniciana. The groups of hybrids
fought it out for years, with names becoming interchanged. As a result, there
was great confusion surrounding the
historical background of the Julianas.
Modern cultivars enjoy the same
horticultural requirements as do their
ancestors. A well-drained soil laced with
rich compost or other humic material
and a slightly moist situation will make
them happy. They like high shade and,
here in the Pacific Northwest, some
morning sun. In certain sites they can
take full sun as long as it is accompanied by good moisture. Without the

moisture they succumb to attacks of red
spider mite, which render them unsightly during the summer months.
However, it is necessary to alternate
types of pesticides, as the mite can build
resistance to one type used exclusively.
Another problem presents itself in
the form of the dreaded root weevil.
Grubs of this bane of primula growers
live in the soil d u r i n g the winter
months, eating their way up through the
soil by feasting on the plant roots. They
emerge in very late spring or early summer and, as adults, feed on the foliage,
munching away during the summer
months. They lay their eggs in the fall,
the grubs then hatch and return to the
soil during the winter. There is no adequate control of the grubs, so treatment
must be in the form of liquid drenches
during the summer to prevent the
adults from laying eggs. Keep in mind
that it is the grub that eats the root system, causing the collapse and eventual
JULIANAS continues on page 22

P. x Juliana 'Wanda' ~ photo by Jay G. Lunn

moss under a waterfall, by the daughter of a botanist on expedition in the
Caucasus. It was, however, more
likely f o u n d by Professor Julia
Mlokossjewicz while she was traveling along a mossy stream bank in the
area now known as Lagodekh Gorge

Hundreds of hybrids evolved from
those initial crosses. By this time, the
resulting offspring of the original hybrids were being affectionately called
'Juliana,' or 'Julies.' The earlier hybrids
were produced by English and German
plant breeders, followed later by Swiss
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Juliae hybrid 'Jay Jay' — photo by Orval Agee
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PRIM continued from page 17

while that of our genus Dry'as is
long. This illustrates a general rule
in botanical terminology. Practically
all words of two syllables exhibit a
long first syllable even though the
first syllable of the original word
may have been short. Only two adjacent consonants before the second
syllable can cause a short first syllable. Remember that in gla'bra the
b+r combination counts as one consonant. After all that has been said,
we can conclude that the leave of
this Primula are somewhat similar
to oak leaves. The Subgenus is again
Aleuri'tia. We should not be surprised to learn that the Section is
Dryadifo'lia. Dryadi- is a combining
form from the genitive case form of
dry'as, i.e., drya'dos. The second
part, -fo'lia, is a feminine adjectival
form from Latin fo'lium, "leaf" to
agree with Section, a feminine noun,
Sectio, in Latin. You will natuirally
pronounce -fo'lia with a long "o"
since a,e,o,u in the antepenultimate
syllable plus one consonant plus
two adjacent short vowels are alwys
pronounced long and are accented.
Dryadifo'lia means ''having leaves
like the Genus Dry'as."
P. concho'loba: Another adjectival specific epithet to agree with
Primula. It is composed of a combining form, concho- from Latin
co'ncha "sea shell" and -loba from
Greek lobo's "lobe" through Late
Latin lo'bos. The combination obviously means "having shell-like
lobes." This term refers to the corolla
lobes of this plant that are rounded,

cowbell-shaped, and barely open at
the mouth. Again the Subgenus is
Aleuri'tia.
The
Section,
MuscarioPdes, is more complex.
This word consists of two parts. The
main portion, Muscario-, is a combining form from the generic name,
Musca'ri, used for the Grape Hyacinth. Musca'ri in turn goes back to
Persian mushk "musk" through
Greek, Latin and French and refers
to the musk-like odor of the flowers
of the Grape Hyacinth. The suffix Fdes, as we have learned from our
discussion of Cortusiofdes, is related to the Greek noun e'idos
"form, appearance." The combination means "in the form of or like
the Genus Musca'ri" and was applied here because the primroses in
this Section have sweetly fragrant
corollas.
P. coma'ta;: It is readily apparent
that this specific epithet is an adjectival form agreeing with the noun
Primula. The com- part comes from
Greek ko'me through Latin co'ma,
both signifying "hair." The suffix a'ta is the feminine form of the Latin
-atus "provided with," and its long
vowel attracts the accent. The whole
word means "provided with hair,
hairy." The long -A- in the suffix is
to be pronounced as the -a- in Cake.
The hairy throats of the deep blue
flowers of this plant suggested the
name of this species. We have already encountered the Subgenus
Carolinella. It is nothing but the diminutive of Carolina. We are also
familiar with the Section Davi'dii. It
means "of David" and refers to
Abbe' Armand David, a French mis-
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sionary in China in the latter part of the last century.
P. conci'nna: This adjectival specific epithet is a Latin word mening "neat,
elegant, well-made." Note that the two consonants -nn- form a long syllable with the preceding -I- and force the accent on the penultimate syllable. It was undoubtedly applied here because the plant is a nice dwarf,
cushion-forming plant with yellow meal and is rather like P. aliovnii in habit.
Both the Subgenus and the Section are Aleuri'tia and need no comment.*

Don't Forget to
Pay Your Dues for
The Year 2000!
Membership in the American Primrose Society for US and Canada is $20
per calendar year; $55 for 3 years or $275 for an individual life membership.
Overseas membership is $25 for one calendar year and $70 for 3 years.
The Primrose Quarterly will be sent AIRMAIL to overseas members. Dues
are payable in December for the following year. Checks or money orders in US
Funds are preferred. VISA or MASTERCARD may be used. Please submit your
card number, expiration date, amount and name as it appears on the card.
Checks drawn on foreign banks cannot be accepted.
Dues should be sent to: Fred Graff, Treasurer, 2630 W. Viewmont Way W.,
Seattle, WA 98199.O

Seattle Chapter Meeting Held
The Seattle Chapter had a meeting at the Center for Urban Horticulture in Seattle, at 7.30 p.m. on October 28, with 15 members present.
-Thea Oakley gave a demonstration on planting primula seeds and
supplies were available for purchase. Reid Micklesen gave an informative talk on P. mistassinica — the Primula of the Month. Members exchanged
plants — always a popular feature.
The Chapter meets three times a year plus a picnic in the summer.*
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JULIANAS continued from page 19

P. x Juliana 'Spring Sunrise' — photo by Jay G. Lunn

P. x Juliana 'Butterball'
— photo by Jay G. Lunn

death of the affected plant.
A good mulch of straw, bark or
other material applied in late fall will
keep the Primulas from heaving and
thawing during frosty winter weather.
Be careful not to cover the crowns of
the plants or to use nitrogen-rich
material. In the spring, the winter
mulch can be pulled back and a mulch
of compost or dried steer manure can
be applied under the foliage as the
plants start to emerge from dormancy.
Many growers also apply a solution
of 0-10-10 in fall to assist the plants in

dormancy.
New beds for the Julianas can be
prepared in late summer. Incorporate
a good amount of peat moss and
compost into the existing soil and mix
it together completely. At this time,
one can also add dried steer manure.
Julies like a soil mix that is "just right"
- not too sandy, not too heavy. My
experience with most Primulas in the
Vernales section suggests that they
actually prefer a soil on the heavy side
rather than light. This enables a better
moisture retention. Fall is a wonderful
time to get your Julianas in place so
they may take advantage of the stillwarm soil to get their root systems
established before their dormant
period sets in. This fall planting allows
the plants to come out of the dormant
stage in spring full of vigor and ready
to bloom.
The Juliana primroses are a
collector's dream plant. To know one
is to want more. Most of us started
with the older 'Wanda/ and have
worked our way through a maze of
the older varieties, losing some, finding them again only to realize that the
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new plant with the old name is not
other members of this section: Jackthe same variety at all. Varieties are
in-the-green, hose-in-hose and, of
traded, purchased and, yes, even sto- course, doubles and Gold Lace.
len! After all, to a collector it is the
The ancestry of the Juliana hybrids
chase, the search and the discovery of
is so complex one never knows what
the elusive variety that drives him or
the results of a particular crossing
her on. Reading the old books and
might produce. This mystery is one of
nursery listings doesn't help, as most
the many reasons why growing the
of the varieties described have been
Julianas is so much fun. Sometimes
lost to cultivation for years.
bee pollinators do better than huIf the Julianas are a collector's
mans. Don't discard open-pollinated
dream plant, they are also a dream
seed, especially if you have several vaplant for hybridizers. So much has
rieties growing in close proximity to
been done with these plants, yet so one another.
much more can be done. We have lost
Finally, a little discussion of the
the tiniest of the early forms in the
'Wanda' hybrids might be in order.
quest for better
These were develcolor. In the early
oped in Switzerdays, the trail
land by crossing
was blazed by
available Juliana
Florence Bellis of
hybrids with one
Barnhaven fame.
another and with
Her dreams of
the Barnhaven
color gave us the
'Cowichan' varibasis from which
eties. These have
to work. On the
lost the creeping
other hand, Dr.
roots of the speMatthew Riddle
cies juliae, as well
started a quest
as some of the harfor the tiniest
diness. I have
sizes possible.
found them to last
Both breeders
here in my area no
were working at
more than two to
the same time in
three years. They
Portland, Orbloom
themselves
P. x Juliana 'Kinlough Beauty'
egon, and the reout
the
first year
— photo by Jay G. Lunn
sults of some of
and take a long
their efforts are still available. I am
time to recover and grow on. They
sure that today, Dr. Riddle would abdon't fit into the current Juliana
hor the gross size of some of the modclasses in the APS show schedules and
ern hybrids, while Florence would
I would like to see a new class created
for them.
marvel over the colors that are now
Also in order is a quick mention
available.
We need today to go back to the
of the APS Juliana registry, which was
species and retrieve the miniature
started in 1991. It has been a long time
in progress and has not had much informs and to breed for hardiness to
put from the membership. More ingo with the brilliant color of the modern hybrids. There are endless possiJULIANA continues on page 24
bilities using the anomalous forms of
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JULIANAS continued from page 23
formation can be found in back issues
of the APS Quarterly.
Varieties currently available and
correctly identified are as follows:
'Alejandro/ 'Amy' (marketed as
'Wan-da'), 'Bea/ 'Butterball/ 'City
of Bellingham/ 'Crispii/ 'Dorothy'
(with many imposters), 'Early Girl/
'Friday/ 'Jay-Jay/ 'J-One/ 'Kinlough
Beauty/ 'Little Gem/ 'Primrose
Lodge/ 'Snow Cushion/ 'Spring
Sunrise/ and many more. Those
listed are easily found. For others,
search out the specialty Primula
m a i l - o r d e r catalogs and APS
members.<3r

(See page 21 for important
membership information.)

Candelabras in Cornwall, UK
— photo by June Skidmore
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A Gardener's
Lament
By Jean Eichman — Nordland, Washington
Just when you think you are pretty
knowledgeable about gardening, you
move to an entirely different climate
and you have to start all over. That is
what Roger and 1 did last fall when
we moved from Juneau, Alaska to
some property near Port Townsend,
Washington. In Juneau, we could
grow anything in full sun •
primroses, columbine, trollius, astilbe
— and it flourished. That's probably
because the sun didn't shine that
often. But here in Washington, a lot
of the perennials we like to grow mostly primroses — won't take the
hot summers.
Our Washington property not
only has a sunny exposure, we also
get a reflection off the salt water so
we are doubly hot. We are scrambling
to get some shady garden spots, but
it isn't easy as our house sits in the
middle of an old pasture
One side of our house only gets
the morning sun, and the primroses
(except some of the denticulata which
you couldn't kill in Juneau) are doing
well there. Unfortunately, our fruit
trees are not tall enough to provide
shade now although they will be in
the future.
Any tips that other society
members want to pass along to us to
create inexpensive shady garden
spots would be appreciated. Our
address and e-mail address is
included in this quarterly as Roger is
a society board member.<3r

Want More
Primroses?
Back issues of the A.P.S. quarterly,
Primroses, are available from the
A.P.S. Quarterly Librarian. Prices
depend on the issue date:
1996-1998
$3/copy
1991-1995
$1/copy
1990 & before $0.25/copy
A set of quarterlies running from the
1940's through 1990 (a few issues
are not available) is priced at $40.
VISA accepted.
For availability or for ordering
copies please contact:
Cheri Fluck
17275 Point Lena Loop Rd.
Juneau, AK 99801-8310
USA

Tel: (907) 789-0595
FAX: (907)789-2593
cherM ©gci.net
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Twins
Would you like to join an overseas
primula group, but you're confused
about international currency exchange
rates? Becoming a "TWIN" will make
it easy for you. A.P.S. members in
Canada and the U.S. can pair up with
members of the National Auricula and
Primula Society (NAPS), Northern Section, where A.P.S. members pay the
annual A.P.S. membership for their
English twins in return for membership
in NAPS, Northern Section. For details,
please contact:
Dennis Oakley
10060 Dennis Place
Richmond, BCV7A3G8
Canada

American Primrose Society Bookstore
Society Guides from the National Auricula and Primula Society,
Midland and West Section (Great Britain)
Primroses and Polyanthus, Guide to Species and Hybrids,

by Peter Ward - - $35.00 US

OUT OF PRINT!!!
Richard's PRIMULAS - we still have some copies - $40.00 US
We also have some older used books for sale:
Address your orders and inquiries to:
Thea Oakley, American Primrose Society Librarian
3304 288th Ave. NE
... Redmond, WA 98053 USA
othea@halcyon.com
Orders must be prepaid in US dollars by check on a US hank or by international money
order, made out to Thea Oakley, A.P.S. Librarian. Postage and handling (unless
otherwise noted): in the US add $4 for the first book and $1.50 for each additional
book, or outside the US add $6 for the first book and $2.50 for each additional book.tt
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Alaska's Capitol
gets new
Primrose Garden
By Pat Wilson

On August 20, 1999 several
members of the Juneau, Alaska
Group planted primroses in a garden
area behind Alaska's Capitol
Building. Working with local
landscaper, Marcus Graves, the
members contributed primroses
from their own gardens to beautify
the area.
The work was accomplished in
quick order by Duane Buell, Ed
Buyarski, Terry Eldredge, Mary
Jefferson, and Marion Simpson.
Several types of primroses were
planted. They should provide a
colorful display from spring through
summer for years to come.
The garden is in a high traffic area
between the Capitol Building and
the parking garage for the Legislature, Governor's Office, and
Lieutenant Governor's Office. A
plaque will be added to the garden
acknowledging the local group's
contribution.**
Top right:
Juneau, Alaska's Capitol Building.
Below: L to R:
Pat Wilson, Marcus Graves, Marion
Simpson, Terry Eldridge, Ed Buyarski
Photos by James R. Wilson
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WHY? continued from page 12
sounds exotic, technical, expensive and
difficult. It's not! For instance, I plan to
send some seed to an orchid seed
grower (Flasker) who for $35-$50 will
germinate the seed in a flask or a sterile growing media, then treat them with
colchicine which will double the chromosome count. Then I will have the
growing seedlings returned to me. If I
start with bullesiana (count 22), then I
will now have it at 44 (a new species!)
Will it now cross with japonica at 44? It
will take 3 years to grow the bullesiana
to flower and another 3 years to grow
the xjaponica to flower. It may even be
possible to throw into the mix helodoxa
(up to 6 feet) for size. Japonica (vigor)
+ bullesiana (colors) + helodoxa (size) +
chromosome doubling (vigor and colors) + hybrid vigor = agricultural cut
flowers in any color of the rainbow.
The same may be done with alpicula
and florindae with the advantage of
adding fragrance. This has all been
done and perfected with orchids - now
we need to do it with primroses. Primroses have the advantage of fast, easy
growth that may even cut my time estimate in half.
Chromosome doubling is just one
technique that needs to be tried. Others are forced crossings, chromosome
transplants, protoplast fusions and
shooting genes from one plant into another.
First one must learn to grow these
plants. The rest is relatively easy. Doubling of chromosomes can be done at a
lab for you or you can take a few drops
of juice from a fall crocus, add a few
drops of acetone and apply to a growing plant tip. Use rubber gloves - colchicine is poisonous, though it is used in
medicine as an antigout pill.
Shooting or genes is more expensive, but it may be possible to blast
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the juice (with genetic material) of
one plant into another using a small
needleless dental syringe.
The most expensive, difficult and
far-out techniques involve the use of
nano-pipets to remove chromosomes from one cell and inject into
another. The techniques are being
used in human fertilization clinics to
inject sperm into an egg. The equipment cost has now dropped to a few
thousand dollars. It will allow the
contents of one plant cell to be injected or partly injected into another
plant cell. If this is done at a growing tip, then a new plant hybrid may
take form to grow on as a sport or
graft.
I find all this exciting and doubly
exciting when applied to primroses.
They are easy enough to grow to be
of use in experimenting and teaching of genetic techniques. With the
diverse genetic reservoir to work
with, primrose genes should be
showing up in other plants, classrooms and agriculture. I know of no
other plant group so endowed to
"push the envelope" with or so neglected from having new techniques
applied to it.
What I don't find exciting is to go
to a Society plant show and see all the
same old plants - another shade of
purple wanda or a blue ribbon on a
plant that is being sold down at the corner store for a dollar. What is going to
happen when a blue gold lace or a gold
lace candelabra or even a primrose
standard enters into a show? I get excited just thinking about bringing in
such a plant planted in an old shoe or
milk carton. Think the nitpickers will
throw it out because it has more than 5
tips to a stem or is a pin instead of a
thrum? It is time to shake the rafters. If
I can do it, so can you. Oh, what fun it
will be!O
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Reverting "Pacific"
Polyanthus
By Judith Sellers - New York
It took many years and concentrated expertise for Vetterle & Reinelt to develop the
"Pacific" strain of polyanthus, and it's taken
relatively few years and almost total ignorance
on my part to get them to revert. Some of the
reverted forms are absolutely glorious!
There must have been an incredible variety of genetic material in the original plants,
bred to show only clean colors, mostly the primaries plus white, because the offspring have
developed combinations, shades, and growth
habits very different from their antecedents.
In 1973, I planted a packet of Burpee's
"Pacific Giant" primrose in one of the two flats
allocated to me as a student at a local school's
greenhouse. Living in zone 4-b, I had failed to
germinate any primrose seeds outdoors, so
this seemed to be the ideal opportunity to
grow them. They thrived with a fat snow blanket each winter and plenty of rain each summer, and made an impressive display each
spring. I left them alone, albeit, happy.
By 1980, a few plants blended badly with
the colors of the majority. I moved some and
hid their imperfections among tulips of similar shades. One especially odd plant sent up
white flowers which turned pinkish as they
aged. Another was a peculiar shade of burnt
orange. A third had blotches lacking color.
Eventually I realized that these were not
the original plants! They were offspring, self
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sown from the few seed heads I had not ripped
away in an attempt to avoid unsightly borders. I knew I could purposely select plants
for hybridizing, but as my job was very time
consuming in May and June, I never got
around to isolating and hand pollinating any
flowers during their months of bloom.
Instead, the boring plants were moved to
the outback. The volunteers from the compost
area were transplanted into the garden for further observation. Seeds from identified plants
were sown, pollen sources unknown, in hopes
that some special characteristics would persist
or improve. Each spring became filled with
eager anticipation of new triumphs from the
amateur "breeding program."
The white-to-pinkish plant produced one
outstanding seedling with blossoms that
change from white-to-pink-to-magenta. Flowering from May through mid-July, this is my
favorite, and should be named after my
mother, "Jane H. Coates." There is a matching
yellow-to-peach-to-orange primrose that I will
call "C.L. Coates," for my father.
The burnt orange one eventually produced a plant with yellow flowers with dark
orange frills "painted" on the edges and a dark
orange reverse side to the petals. My husband
loves a good campfire, so this one may become
"Bruce's Fire."
Finally, the colorless blotches on the red
polyanthus became clear white radiating
stripes, making it look like the peppermints
my mother-in-law enjoys - "Doris' Candy."
The original breeders would likely be horrified at my treatment of their polyanthus,
but some of the reverted forms please me. Or

Plant Societies
National Auricula and Primula Society
Invites all auricula and primula lovers to join in this old society. Membership includes yearbook.
Northern Section
D.G. Hadfield
146 Queens Road, Cheadle Hulme, Cheadle, Cheshire, England
Midland and West Section
Peter Ward
6 Lawson Close, Saltford, Bristol, England BS31 1BG
Southern Section
Lawrence E. Wigley
67 Warnham Court Road, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey, England SM5 3ND

The New Zealand Alpine Garden Society
invites you to join other overseas members enjoying the
benefits of our Society. Two informative Bulletins each
year and an extensive NZ native section in our seed list
enhance the contact with New Zealand alpine plant lovers.
Enquiries to the Membership Secretary or join by sending
the equivalent of NZ$25 payable to NZAGS (Inc.).
Visa/Mastercard facilities available.
New Zealand Alpine Garden Society,
PO Box 2984, Christchurch, New Zealand.

NORTH AMERICAN ROCK GARDEN SOCIETY
Join Today!
Benefits of Membership Include: Beautiful, Colorful Quarterly Bulletin;
Seed Exchange offering Thousands of Plant Species {including many
primulas) at Low Prices; Spectacular National Meetings;
Opportunity to Meet Gardeners
Send $25 (on North American Continent, $30 overseas) to:
Exececutive Secretary, PO Box 67, Millwood, NY 10546

P. polyanthus, "Doris' Candy" — photo by Judith C. Sellers
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First Things
First
By Use Burch - Redmond, Washington

Companion plants
for Primula
This is the second part of a two-part
article on companion plants for Primulas. The first part covered basic tenets
of plant combination, and this part will
be more geared toward specific recommendations. This is by no means a
comprehensive listing. Please be sure
to check hardiness for your area before
acquiring the plant! I currently garden
in zone 7+, and these plants do well
for me.
I admonish you to buy good plants
whenever possible. I am about as
"tight" as they come, and I can see the
utility in paying the money to get the
good stuff, and so should you. Especially get your irises from a breeder,
and while it is not necessary to buy
them "hot off the press" or at first release, get some recent ones if possible.
Buy your bulbs from good sources
unless you are getting a hundred crocuses or something else that is common, and then a broker will do. Pay
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the extra money for the better form, or
the variegated variety. That way you
have goodies to trade in the future.
The c u l t u r a l requirements of
Primulas, are many and varied, and
obviously must be considered when
selecting companion plants. Size and
vigor are also important points to consider. The two biggest challenges, it
seems to me, in designing a garden
around primroses is the need to get
something vertical in there so the garden has upward dimension, and the
fact that few primroses have any presence at all in the off season. It can be
difficult to have a garden that has year
'round interest. It is important to me
to have a garden that looks nice in the
winter. Shrubs, statuary, rocks, water
features, and seats can add a lot to the
garden, giving verticality and also winter interest. Water features draw wildlife, particularly birds. This article will
deal with herbaceous plant companions, and maybe a future article will
dwell more on other kinds of attractive features.
The bog Primula species (candelabras, etc.) do well with other bog and
waterside plants, but remember the
thugs such as Petasites which will
overrun the Primula, and everything
else that can't escape. Petasites is a
large leaved plant for damp areas, and
there are variegated forms, purple foliaged forms, as well as the green.
Petasites is practically explosive in its
habit, and is probably best used for
ground cover. Primula florindae is an
especially fine large bog or waterside
plant that contrasts well with Ligularias
(which no matter how much you bait
for slugs will always look riddled by
the time they bloom) and even with
Gunnera, which for all its huge size
doesn't run. I am always a sucker for
fragrant plants, and Primula florindae
offers one of the best scents in the ge-

nus, very much like nutmeg. Other
large moisture-loving Primula species
include other candelabra types
(Primula japonica, P. burmanica, and P.
pulverulenta, etc.) as well as the many
hybrid strains available.
Iris leaves are good vertical accents,
Louisianasf Kaempferi iris, and Iris
laevigata are possible choices for the
wet spot and many colors are available, especially of the Louisiana irises
which get as close to red as any iris
flower. There are many ferns that are
good companion plants, and often can
distract the eye from the late foliage of
the primulae, which is apt to look tatty
by late summer. Ostrich ferns are wonderful companions, especially in the
spring when they come up with their
fresh green vertical shuttlecock shapes,
but they are deciduous, and give you
nothing to look at in the winter. Maidenhair ferns are also deciduous, but
add a wonderful texture. The Evergreen
Maidenhair
(Adiantum
venustum) is a wonderful fragile-looking plant but for me quite a thug and
it will swamp any small plant it gets
near. I still grow it because it has a fabulous airy quality and is evergreen. The
many forms of the Hart's tongue fern
(Asplenium scolopendriitm) are great
companions, and are also evergreen so
you can enjoy them in the winter. Another value the Hart's Tongue fern has
(or doesn't have depending on your
point of view) is that its leaves are a
favorite food of adult root weevils. If
you are one of those who go out and
collects these at dusk, the weevils can
easily be plucked from their positions
on the fern leaves.
Astitbes and Rodgersias are also excellent companions, and often have a
good fall color. Astilbes range in size
from 6 inches to over 3 feet. One of the
best smallish ones is Astilbe 'Sprite'. It
is about 16" tall for me and is very tidy.
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'Sprite' has blooms of pale pink, and a
fine compact shape. Astilbes and to a
lesser extent Rodgersias share insect
pests (vine weevil) with many primroses, and if you can't keep Astilbe going, it may be that you have a very
heavy load of weevils in your yard.
Rodgersias are bold statuesque foliage
plants with white or pinkish flowers. I
think of them as the small gardener's
Gunnera. A canna might add an exotic
flavor, and cannas are quite tolerant of
average garden soil, even though they
prefer a nice wet spot. Another good
vertical choice is a grass named
Miscanthus sinensis 'Zebrinus/ or "Zebra grass." This plant has unusual variegation going across the leaf blade,
and looks wonderful as a background,
or as a translucent screen.
Hostas are wonderful companions
for the primrose garden. There is a
hosta in every size ranging from very
tiny to enormous. Hostas are hardy,
long-lived, attractive plants, especially
where the slugs and snails are controllable. I am told that they are even edible.
The Primula species and varieties,
which grow well in ordinary garden
soil, combine especially well with the
herbaceous Corydalis species such as
'Blue Panda/ 'China Blue/ (zone 7),
etc. I really like these plants. I also approve of Corydalis ochroleuca (zone 5)
with its almost constant flowering of
creamy white flowers and spotless foliage. If you live in a colder zone than
zone 7 and you'd like to try blue corydalis, you might try Cori/dalis 'Dufu
Temple/ as it seems a bit hardier.
('Dufu Temple' is practically a weed
for me.) The feathery leaves are a perfect contrast for the primroses, and the
blue flowers combine well, especially
with yellow colors. The commonly
COMPANION continues on page 32
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COMPANION continued from page 31
available bulbous Corydalis species
like Con/dalis solida are good to use in
groupings to contrast with small, early
primroses such as 'Dorothy/ although
the color combination of lavender (the
Corydalis) and yellow
(Dorothy)
might annoy someone sensitive to pink
and yellow. There are two coral-red
Corydalis which are becoming more
widely available. One is named Corydalis transylvanica, and the other is
Corydalis solida 'George Baker.' These
two are pretty easy in the garden in a
well-drained spot and are really eyecatching in bloom.
A completely reliable (for me, anyway) evergreen variegated iris for almost any situation is the variegated
form of Irisfoetidissima. It is absolutely
stunning in the winter. If you have a
"black hole" in your garden, that is the
place for this iris, as it will grow in
dense shade, and tolerate dry conditions. Another stalwart is Brunnera,
especially the form 'Hadspen's
Cream/ which is easier to grow than
the other variegated form (named 'Variegata'). The large coarse heart-shaped
leaves of the Brunnera add another
satisfying note to the symphony of textures in the garden.
A friend in Ohio to whom I sent
plants has become very fond of Tovara
virginiana 'Painter's Palette.' I had worried that it wouldn't be hardy there,
but it seems to be. This Tovara looks
from a distance like a light creamy yellow mass of foliage, about 2'/: x 2 '/a
feet. The flowers are insignificant. Up
close, there is mottling of maroon on
the leaves as well as a large maroon
chevron across the leaf. It is quite an
eye-stopper, especially against a dark
background. Tovara belongs to the
polygonum family, which contains lots
of thugs, but I am happy to say that it

spreads very gently, by seeding.
No article on shade gardening or
companion plants could ever be complete without mentioning the genus
Epimedium. Epimediums vary from
tiny (4 inches) to tall (maybe 3 feet),
and some are deciduous and some are
evergreen. What they share is a tough
constitution, and a large fan club. Not
for nothing is the Epimedium called
the "Queen of Groundcovers." A really
outstanding
Epimedium
is
Epimedium 'Lilafee/ Lilafee has beautiful spring foliage (this one is deciduous), huge gorgeous flowers, and is a
medium size cultivar at about 18".
'Lilafee' is not pushy and is a suitable
companion for any primrose.
Several species lilies make good
companions for primroses. I particularly like Lilium duchartrei, a white
turkscap with maroon red spots, that
is stoloniferous in habit. It is quite vigorous. I actually have enough to trade
if anyone is interested. I also like the
variegated lily of the valley
(Convallaria). Unfortunately, this is
still hard to get. The variegated creamy
lines run up the leaf, looking very
graceful. The uprightness of lily of the
valley looks great with primroses.
Convallaria is invasive, although the
variegated one is less so, and lots of
people won't plant it. I still like it because it is emphatically vertical and it
smells wonderful while blooming. The
plain-leaved ones are nice in bloom,
but they don't bloom long enough to
keep me from getting tired of the
leaves.
One grass that really stands out as
an accent is Molinia caerulea 'Variegata.'
This grass has a really graceful and
softly arching habit and is deciduous.
This is one plant that everybody can
use, and it looks fantastic with primroses and Corydalis. If I could inspire
everyone who lives in zone 5 and
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warmer to rush out and buy three of
these, I would feel like I had done some
good with this article.
Some Primula species are early to
bloom and then go dormant. This is an
adaptation to drought, and this makes
them very useful in the garden. My
current favorite of these is Primula seiboldii in all its many and varied flower
forms and colors. Because of its dormant period, it will also take more sun
than many other primroses. This primrose is so tough; I met a woman in
South Dakota who grew it! Primula seiboldii is also one of the longest lived
primula species. The challenge with
these is to plant a companion to fill the
space profitably when the Primula has
gone dormant. It is best not to do a
great deal of digging in this spot, so a
not too vigorous perennial is a good
choice, and so would be a rather weak
annual such as impatiens, or Nigella.
Arisaemas are good, Trilliums are fine,
as well as their odd relatives, the Paris,
and Roscoeas are also excellent.
Roscoeas deserve more attention than
they currently get, since they bloom
quite late, and there are several named
varieties of this very underutilized
plant. It has flowers that actually do
resemble orchids! Roscoeas are actually hardy members of the ginger family, and are very late to come up in the
spring — sometimes I don't see them
until June. The flower colors for
Roscoeas are pink, purple, and yellow.
Another possibility is to allow a
"flopper" such as Geranium 'Ann
Folkard' to grow over the dormant P.
seiboldii. The trick to growing P. seiboldii, and others of its type successfully,
is to remember where they are, or mark
them, so that they aren't accidentally
dug up and dried out.
The principle of scale requires that
the mass of the Primula be reasonably
close to the mass of the companion plant.
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This means that you may plant a dozen
or more Primulaflorindac to go with that
Gunnera, or at least 4 to go with that
Rodgersia. Remember when you are
planting your garden to keep in mind
the eventual size of the plants. You will
regret it if you don't allow room for the
big plants when you plant, although often the garden seems somewhat barren
when first planted. Before you know it
you will be digging up the garden and
rearranging it. Most of us do this anyway, but we like to tell ourselves that it
is because of aesthetic concerns, or
maybe a need for exercise, not because
of poor planning.
Gardeners vary quite a bit in the level
of chaos they can stand. I am afraid that
I belong to a group that handles chaos
well, which is to say, I'm messy. I am one
of the "plant things and let them rip,
pausing only to help the weaklings"
school of gardening. Every so often I do
a thorough cleanup. I also allow my
plants to intermix scandalously. I enjoy
the mixture, but if you like more order, I
think these suggestions will also please
you. If you cannot find a plant you wish
to buy, please send me a SASE, through
the editor, and I will send you my source.
Main problems of the primarily
primula garden are that it is flat, and often boring in winter. These problems can
be circumvented by making sure the
garden has a focal point which is not
dependent on plants which have a short
season of bloom. Evergreen plants with
nice foliage, an attractive urn, a piece of
tasteful statuary, a garden seat, a bird
feeder, or even the now-ubiquitous gazing globe might help there. The focal
point should make you want to meander your way over to it. It should feel
welcoming if it is a seat. Partitions are
ideal — shrubs, walls, some wattle fencing with a climbing clematis — so that
the garden can be viewed — one location at a time.O
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New England Chapter
holds first meeting
The chapter meeting of The New England Chapter of APS met on Saturday,
October 30, at Comstock Ferre & Co., Wethersfield, CT. Of the 23 people who had
initially expressed interest, 11 primrose enthusiasts attended the meeting.
Discussions ranged from backyards to Barnhaven. Judith Sellers shared her
special polyanthus that opens pollinated in her garden. She distributed plants to
those in attendance for trial gardening. Tom Weir's experience has come from
growing Barnhaven seeds. Elaine Malloy and Mary Irwin brought in doubles.
These are a popular addition to gardens in this area. Naomi Chin-Sing's enthusiasm was in showing a surprise blooming auricula (pubens). Everyone appreciated Dot Phyler's Kinlough Beauty and cartusoides.
All in attendance happily returned home with plants, rhizome, and seed.
We consider our first meeting to have been a great opportunity for primrose
enthusiasts to gather to learn and share their special experiences with others.
If anyone is interested in joining, contact: Mary Irwin, Interim Chairperson,
6 Spruce Mountain Ter., Danbury, CT 06810; (203) 207-4695 or send e-mail to:
scmgirl77@aol.com <!r

MI TAHOMA NURSERY
WE OFFER A LARGE
SELECTION OF NAMED
CULTIVARS OF PRIMULA
AURICULA, P. ALUONII, &
P. ALL10NU HYBRIDS AS WELL
AS MANY SPECIES PRIMULAS,
JULIANA HYBRIDS, &
MUCH MORE!
RICK LUPP (253) 847-9827
MAIL ORDER IN U.S.A. ONLY
OPEN FOR VISITORS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Send $1.00 for Plant List
28111-112th Avenue E.
Graham, Washington 98338

Oops...
In the APS Summer Quarterly
please note:
Page 14 - Photo marked "white
hose in hose" should be "pale yellow hose in hose."
Page 30 -Top photo is "divided
calyx hose in hose." Below is "Jackin-the-green cowslip."
Sorry... Ed.

Don't Forget...
to Pay your
Membership Dues...
they are now duel
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ABOVE:
P. polyanthus "Bruce's Fire"
— photo by Judith C. Sellers

RIGHT:
P. sharmae
photo by June Skidmore

